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Across
4. Submarines opperated by germany 

during the war

8. president of the united states during 

world war ll

9. Nickname for Germans

10. a mandatory enrollnment into the 

military

11. the country germany first tried to 

invade in 1939 which led to the war

14. alliance which consisted of Germany, 

Italy and Japan

18. device that used radio waves to locate 

objects, first practical use during WWll

19. Concentration camp for Jewish people 

during World War ll located in Poland

20. places where soldiers could stay 

during the war usually civilian homes

22. Where the first atomic bomb was 

dropped

Down
1. when all light must be turned off in 

order to make it harder for the enemy to 

see their target during air attacks

2. country that initiated the manhatan 

project in 1942

3. Battle in which the Royal Navy 

defended against Nazy Germany air force

5. the treaty which angered german 

citizens and led germany to start world war 

ll

6. systematic killing of a racial or cultural 

group

7. june 6, 1994 when allied forces 

invaded northern france

12. group of countries during world war ll 

that included the United States, Britain and 

France

13. attacks against the United States by 

Japan which led them into the war

15. Name of german airforce

16. the political party led by adolf hitler

17. the treaty of versailles sparked this 

interest and led to the creation of the nazi 

party

21. The term the Nazi party claimed to be 

the superior race
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